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CROSSRIDE 07
Freeride Board
Size: 129cm x 38cm
135cmx40cm
Weight. 2,2kg / 2,3kg
FOR DEMANDING AND ROUGH CONDITIONS
WAVE RIDING
CONCAVE
SHAPED RAIL
CARVING
SOFT FLEX
The 2007 Crossride is a free ride board designed for control,
maximum versatility and ultimate performance.
The Crossride has two stance positions; a traditional twin-tip stance
for freestyle performance, and a stance set back from center for
carving, wave riding and a more directional feel. This feature gives
the rider the versatility to set up their board for the conditions they
are riding. Control is also one of the key points for the Crossride.
The design features a slight concave that gives it a very easy to ride
feel with positive edging. The rounded rails in conjunction with the
concave allows you to easily re-set the rail when landing jumps and
gives you ultimate control when carving. Whether you’re riding a
wave, cruising through chop or setting up for a jump, the Crossride
always remains easy to control.

Pic: Ludovic Franco
Rider: Soufiane Hamaini

PARIS 07
Girl’s Board
Sizes:
123cm x 35,5cm
131cm x 36cm
Weight: 1,9kg / 2,1kg

BEST CONTROL
EASY EDGING AND LANDING
LOOSE FEELING
SOFT FLEX FOR BEST CONTROL,
EVEN FOR LEIGHTWEIGHT KITERS

Two years after the Cindy pro model, the NKB design
team once again introduces two female-specific
boards designed to suit the needs of women.
Board control is important for relaxed cruising and
clean jumps, particularly in the case of women. A
relatively narrow center provides enhanced control
and a more immediate edge grip. The Paris’
particularly soft flex matches the lower weight of
female riders and facilitates smooth landings and
controlled riding. The round tip shape and 4cm TFC
fins create a loose feeling for easy switching and
speed checks. The two Paris’ are balanced girl’s
boards that guarantee 100% fun and style on the
water!
Pic: Ludovic Franco
Rider: Angela Peral

